Summer 2019 Distance Learning Course Offerings for BLS Students

- A&S 100-210 Sp Intro Crse: Introduction to Judaism (Humanities)
- DHN 101 (A&S Natural Science)
- ECO 201 (A&S social science)
- ECO 202 (A&S social science)
- EES 110 (Natural Science)
- EES 170 (Natural Science)
- GEO 130 (Natural Science)
- GEO 160 (A&S social science)
- GEO 172 (A&S social science)
- GEO 261 (A&S social science and UKCore Global Dynamics)
- HIS 109 (UKCore Humanities, UKCore Citizenship, or A&S Humanities)
- HIS 121 (UKCore Humanities, UKCore Global Dynamics, or A&S Humanities)
- LIN 211 (A&S Humanities)
- MA 109 (Quantitative Foundations)
- MA 113 (Quantitative Foundations)
- MA 123 (Quantitative Foundations)
- MUS 100 (Humanities)
- MUS 140 (Natural Science)
- MUS 200 (Arts and Creativity)
- PGY 412G (A&S Natural Science)
- PHI 120 (Quantitative Foundations)
- PHI 334 (A&S Humanities)
- PHY 401G (A&S Natural Science)
- PS 101 (UKC Citizenship and A&S social science)
- PS 210 (UKCore Global Dynamics and A&S social science)
- PS 230 (social science)
- PS 360 (A&S social science)
- PS 372 (A&S social science and A&S Lab)
- PS 391 (A&S social science)
- PSY 100 (social science and A&S Lab)
- PSY 215 (A&S Social Science or UKCore Statistical and Inferential Reasoning when taken with PSY 216. Must be a PSY major minor to take this course)
- PSY 216 (A&S Social Science or UKCore Statistical and Inferential Reasoning when taken with PSY 215. Must be a PSY major minor to take this course)
- PSY 223 (A&S social science)
- PSY 311 (A&S social science Must be a PSY major minor to take this course)
- PSY 312(A&S social science Must be a PSY major minor to take this course)
- PSY 314 (A&S social science Must be a PSY major minor to take this course)
- PSY 320 (UKCore Citizenship or A&S social science)
- SOC 101 (social science)
- SOC 235 (UKCore Citizenship or A&S social science)
- SOC 303 (A&S social science or UKCore Statistics and Inferential Reasoning)
- SOC 304 (A&S social science)
- SOC 350 (A&S social science)
- SOC 360 (UKCore Citizenship or A&S social science)
- SPA 151 Elective
- STA 210 (Statistics and Inferential Reasoning.)
- STA 296 (Statistics and Inferential Reasoning.)
- UKC 310 (UKCore Humanities)
- UKC 381 (UKCore Citizenship)
- WRD 110 (Composition and Communication 1)
- WRD 111 (Composition and Communication 2)
- WRD 204 Elective